We are strategists, creatives, producers and technologists who are
passionate to create progressive branding and digital marketing
ideas. For your business or brand, we bring solutions, not services to
life to polish the bottom line.

Tailor-Made, Professional, Digital Solutions

10107
Happy Clients
and growing

228
Happy Employees

The Top Clients

15494
Projects Done
So Far

90+
Country Served

Concept Strategy

Product Design

Web Development

We focus on your business model,

We offer design services so that your

We build unmatched brand identity

product positioning, market challenges

product becomes the undisputed market

through our customised & responsive

& help you create an amazing product

leader. We offer individuality, customer

websites which are easily accessible,

that delivers unique value of your

friendliness & innovation in each of our

mobile friendly and produce seamless

business.

designs.

interaction with user.

Mobility development

Game development

Digital Marketing

With intuitive design, simple navigation,

We help you go beyond finger touch to

With innovative strategies & creative

relevant procedures & methodologies,

achieve a much versatile gaming

ideologies, we provide full-fledged

we build an impactful and robust

experience. We create highly engaging,

digital marketing solutions serving

mobile app that best suites your brand

visually attractive and persuasive mobile

clients across the globe to build strong

and industry within a shorter time

games to attract customers.

online presence & deliver best results.

frame.

The Service

Design
United by our passion for high-end
aesthetic, we add visual polish with
dynamic colors, fonts, and icons.

Develop

Prototype

Our senior architects pick the perfect technology
stack and then assign specialists who then
jump into code.

We create interactive prototypes that
selected few end-users from the target
audience will play around with.

Brainstorm

Launch

We do an intensive 2-day
workshop combined with an
in- depth review that lets us
design your MVP

We deploy your application to
Google Play and the iTunes
App Store, and your website
to staging and live servers.

Understand
We ﬁnd out why your idea
makes sense, why it’s going to
be successful and why
anyone would care about it.

Maintain

The Process

We cover everything from the
occasional checkup to
ongoing feature expansions to
whole new versions.

Cheqdin
SPARX built a modern generation childcare management
application with seamless communication portal designed for
nurseries. The software streamline & centralize child care center
operations on a single platform for parents and their children’s.

Ayo World
With amazing & advance search feature, an exclusive
custom built platform to provide simplest & fastest way to
analyze and compare investment in recent property
purchase & rental in Mauritius.

The Noticeable

Delhi Duty Free
SPARX IT designed and developed a fully responsive e-commerce
website alongside their mobile application. The design focuses on
the clean, sleek style the new photography lent as well as energy
and movement to spice things up.

Cleartrip
We cater high-tech mobility solutions for India's largest
Travel Company. We are providing unsurpassed
maintenance & support to them.

The Noticeable

Vedanta
With our profound exposure and vast experience we proved it right
by delivering a diverse cab booking app for Cairn, an Oil and Gas
vertical of Vedanta.

Philips
A highly custom software for Philips USA to manage their
internal purpose to research on the energy saving
consumption.

The Noticeable

Vidyaprakashan
A leading Book Publishing website listing its published products and
users can see the details of the books published and can purchase
online.

Oteacher
Sparx with its innovative idea had developed an online
eLearning portal where students can learn various
languages from teachers online.

The Noticeable

Unanth
Again an eLearning APP where students and teacher can
interact with each other and students can learn various
subjects online.

Thomson Digital
A Corporate website for the leading publishing agency
who publish one of the most preferred magazine of India
“INDIA TODAY”.

The Noticeable

SolidPractise
A quiz App which help students to practice test papers online for
WAEC and other exams on the move and still get the very best
without being constrained by internet access or electricity or the
limits of your computer cable.

iStudy ly
An innovative app which is a step forward for parents to
follow their children in an unprecedented way and with
the latest possible methods.

The Noticeable

Design

Mobile Usability

Web & Hybrid

Mobile Framework

Backend

The Technologies

CMS

E-commerce

PHP Framework

Database

Backend

The Technologies

DevOps

Payments

Chat

Enterprise Solution

Compliances

The Technologies

Verticals We have Served

Verticals

We love the ride.

We play for keeps.

We stay lean.

Everything here is a passion project

Once we commit, we go all-in.

Let’s remain sketchy

We work with cool clients doing

Our clients come & sit side-by-side to

We fundamentally believe that you

important things, and we wouldn’t

ﬂesh out new features or just enjoy our

need structured chaos to do anything

have it any other way

endless supply of coffee

worthwhile

We move quick.

We keep it real.

We push limits.

They’re called sprints for a reason

Never settle for the status quo

We are on a quest for greatness

While others are waiting for the ink to

We daydream in pixels, obsess about

Every idea, decision, or line of code is an

dry on a proposal, we’re already knee

technology, and fall asleep with fresh

opportunity to push ourselves, our work,

deep into prototyping

ideas still racing in mind

and what’s possible

We have no B team.

We vet each idea.

50 individuals passionate for results.

We don’t just build whatever

Our dedication to each other is the fuel

We create the kind of products that

that powers us through late nights and

matter, that are remembered, that people

big challenges

rely upon & we do it with style

The Difference

I basically used Sparx It Solutions for front-end
engineering service. I was just amazed at the
value, money and the time was super-fast. I am
definitely going to use WordPress sites.

I have been working consistently on a variety of
projects mainly PSD to WordPress. I have
worked with Priya in the past and now I am
working with Sam. Each time they deliver the
project, their hour surpasses my expectations.

I had a great conversation with them to redesign
my website. I assigned a theme to Sparx It
Solutions and they responded quickly and
created wonderful theme for me that was not
easy to do.

Andrea Gracia Orlando, FL

Annetto Soltero,, Los Angeles, CA

B.Tormey, Williamsburg, Virginia

I was looking for a company to complete my
WordPress project from CSS3 design. I found
Sparx It Solutions; they were quick to respond my
questions and provided a nice product to me. I
highly recommend them.

I was having a hard time finding good
programmer, I decided to try 2 coding company.
They was way over the other company in term of
service and communication.

I have used them for several projects - a mixture
of Wordpress responsive sites. All their work is
delivered quickly, to current best practice
standards and to a high quality.

Rob Light, New Jersey

Jean-François, Canada

Steven Ballantyne, United kingdom

Testimonials

Video Testimonials

Team

Sumit

Aston

Daljeet

Alok

Business Head (Global)

Business Manager
(Offshore Business)

Creative Director

Technology Head

David

Priya

Yoel

Product Manager

Project Manager

Amit

Project Manager

CMS Head

The People

Vivek
Digital Marketing Head

Santosh
Mobile Head

Ryder

Konika

Wordpress Ninja

Team Lead, UI/UX

Noida, India

Acton, United States

Philadelphia, United States

A-2, Sec-63, Noida, UP, India

25 Gabriel Ln, Acton, MA 01720

972 N 2nd St, Philadelphia, PA 19123

(+91) 1204735100

+1 (775) 430-7284

+1 (707) 921-7269

sales@sparxitsolutions.com

sales@sparxitsolutions.com

sales@sparxitsolutions.com

Let’s build something awesome together

Thanks for watching

